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1.WHAT IS A BRAND AND WHAT IS SOCIAL MEDIA?

1.1 What is a brand?

“A brand is the set of expectations, memories, stories and relationships that, taken together, account for a consumer’s 
decision to choose one product or service over another.” – Seth Godin

A brand is a promise to a person:
• What they can expect from a product or service
• It separates you from your others
• It tells people who you are and who you want to be

1.2 The Story of Branding 

• An Indication of Ownership
 A “brand” is the name given to a product or service from a specific source. For example, the person who owns or   
 made an item.

• A way to be different 
 Brands were used to show your product was different from everyone else’s.

• Modern day branding
 This entails managing perceptions by those who experience your brand. 

1.3 Brand vs Product
A brand has the ability to transform a product into an emotional idea

*Remember that if brands can be personified (given human characteristics) so people can become brands!* 
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1.4 What is Social Media?
Social media is collection of applications designed to allow people to share, learn, interact and promote more quickly, 
efficiently and in real-time (with no delays).

Each social media platform is similar to an actor’s stage, each with its own unique goals/purpose and unique audience.

Once you have a good understanding of the different social media platforms, it is time to make your own brand and commu-
nicate it out there!

2.1 Who are you? 

When deciding on your character and identity you should ask yourself the following questions:

• What is your personality/brand archetype? 

• What are your strengths? 
Ask yourself what are you really good at? What do you excel at? You should be able to write 5-6 good strengths.

• Again ask yourself, what is your goal for personal branding? (influence or career)
This is important to answer as it helps you decide on who you want to speak to, which social media platforms you will use 
and what content you will produce and post.

• What do you want to build (purpose)? Use the Template below to craft your purpose 

2. HOW DO I BUILD MY BRAND?
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2.2 Who do I speak to, how and what do I say?

In order to decide what and how to say it, you must first have an audience.

• Target Audience
It is very important that you find out who your audience is and describe them in a target audience persona/profile.

How to find out who your audience is:

1) What do you want to do on social media, influence others or get further in your career?
2) How old are they?
3) What channels (Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, etc.) does your audience use?
4) What content do they engage (like, share, comment and re-watch) with on these channels?
5) What days do they mostly engage on social media?
6) What time do they engage on social media?
7) How do they engage with content? Is it on their smart phones? Computers or tablets?

• Audience Persona:

• Choose your content, what you want to achieve/say (does it represent who you are?
Your audience and your social media platform will determine what content you choose, create and communicate.

• Once you have created your content it’s time to “Perform!”
This means, act, make images, write posts, record videos, post photos, tell stories, edit videos and share branded content!

2.3 What do I need to change or keep the same?

Review audience reaction and feedback to your content, if it is positive then continue performing (doing the same things) if it 
is not so great then change your performance (beware of faking!). You can measure their feedback from your follower 
numbers/subscribers, comments, views, likes, dislikes, shares or re-posts and how adapts to feedback. 
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3.1 People use social media to brand themselves because it:

• Breaks through the advertising clutter (and there's a lot of it). 
• Is easier to be recognisable and to reach your target audience and therefore also easier to shape perception of you as a brand.
• Ultimately drives more business, followers and popularity.

Other important reasons are that online tools are much easier to use and manage. Think how easy it is to post content. Also there 
is a huge and rapid growth of a connected world, it is easier to reach multiple audiences as most people spend a large amount of 
their day online.

“Online environments has, made everyone the CEO of their own, company (brand)”, as Tom Peters describes it. 

3.2 Tips and Advice

Building a ‘brand focused’ social media profile requires applying and doing the following consistently.
1. Decide on your Social Media Platforms. ...have a consistent presence on at least 4-5 platforms 
2. Be yourself, be authentic and be personal. ...And focus on what value you bring 
3. Focus on and engage with your Fans. ... live streams
4. Keep your Brand Consistent. ...  – think Eskom
5. Stay up-to-Date on Social Media Trends. ... shorts (videos)
6. Use the right hashtags and content

3.3 Take Aways

• Really get to know your audience
• Know how to build and to always be an authentic brand – Perform like you mean it (and be you in the process)
• The entire world is yours to engage with – so what are you waiting for?

3. TO BRAND A PERSON USING SOCIAL MEDIA
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4.1 Introduction to Digital Marketing 

4.1.1 Platforms – Socials 

Create a specific strategy for each social media platform

The same way you prepare other aspects of your marketing plan, you need to have a specific and intentional plan for each 
platform you use. Each platform has nuances and best practices for generating engagement. Your brand may not need to 
have a presence on every platform, but for your posts to be targeted, you need to have a strategy that is specific to the 
platform you’re using.

Make sure you can answer questions like:
• Why am I using this platform?
• Who will I reach on this platform?
• What types of posts work best on this platform?

Also 
- Be consistent
- Focus your messaging 
- Keep an eye on what’s trending 
- Measure and analyse results 

4.1.2 Platforms - Influencers 

7 Tips for Becoming a Successful IG Influencer
https://insense.pro/blog/how-to-become-an-instagram-influencer-in-2021

4. SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS AUDIENCE ANALYTICS 
AND CONTENT CREATION 
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4.1.3 Platforms - Email  

How do I create an email list?

• Create a signup form on your website. When people come to your website for the first time and like what they see, they’ll 
want a way to stay in-the-know about your brand. Create a form for newsletter signups and install a pop-up to collect customer 
data from your visitors.

• Use a good old-fashioned signup sheet. Whether it’s at your brick and mortar store, or an event that you’re hosting or 
attending, when you’re surrounded by people who are into what you do, provide a place for them to sign up and learn more.

• Drive signups through social media. If you don’t have a substantial email list (or you’d just like to see it grow), but you’ve 
got an engaged social media following, tap into that resource. Share your signup form on your social channels.

4.1.4 Platforms – Content Marketing 

• Tip #1. Understand Your Audience Persona
• Tip #2. Know the Content Marketing Funnel
• Tip #3. Create a Strategy
• Tip #4. Create Valuable Content
• Tip #5. Use Multiple Distribution Methods
• Tip #6. Utilize a Content Calendar
• Tip #7. Save Time By Repurposing Your Content
• Tip #8. Track and Analyze the Data
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4.2. Audiences and analytics 

5 Digital Marketing Analytics That Actually Matter (See link below for these tips)
https://www.kunocreative.com/blog/digital-marketing-analytics
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4.3.  Content creation 
   
Basics for socials 
https://www.hostpapa.com/blog/social-media/tik-tok-for-business/

https://weekhack.com/instagram-bio

https://khoros.com/resources/social-media-demographics-guide 

https://www.bigfootdigital.co.uk/social-media-audience-profile

https://www.socialmediaexaminer.com/3-ways-to-create-instagram-ads/

Promotion tools
https://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2014/10/21/social-media-promotion-tools

5.1 Principles of running your own business 

- What problem / challenge have you identified in the marketplace that needs an alternative solution 
 (a need for convenience, efficiency, entertainment etc.)?

- Who is your TM and why do they need this product / service?

- What skills and resources do you have (or need) to deliver a sustainable solution?

- If you need funding, where is it coming from and what do you need to have in place to secure the funding?

- Have a good understanding of the numbers that count – not only sales and cost of sales but also your work/life balance
 and how to plan your day. There’s a difference between being busy and being efficient

- Why have you identified this opportunity? (revenue or passion)

- Make sure that the goals you set for yourself are SMART

- Lean into your creativity, passion and energy and not repetitive tasks

- Never stop learning!

- Business Model Canvas tool is used to quickly gauge how you can effectively monetise your initiative before proceeding 
 (value proposition, target market, sales vs. cost of sales).

 
5. PRINCIPLES OF BUSINESS 
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Soft skills required

- In this fast paced world, we need to stop and be aware that what we do and how we do it has a direct impact on
 the people and the environment around us
- Most small businesses plan to fail because they fail to plan
- Passion, structure and work ethic are a given but EQ skills are what will make your workplace welcoming: 
 empathy, delegation, affirmation. Remember people do business with people not businesses so BE REAL and 
 HONEST.

What makes a great leader? (Simon Sinek)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ybGJbpT0c0U

How do you keep up to date with everything technology has to offer? (Mike Saunders) – “to succeed in a digital 
economy, focus on the people”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LAaxmAS9mbk

5.2 Entrepreneurial small business case studies 

What have all these entrepreneurs done differently?

https://www.engineeringnews.co.za/article/how-eight-entrepre-
neurs-helped-shape-the-south-african-economy-2021-07-30-1/rep_id:4136

https://smesouthafrica.co.za/17249/5-Times-We-Were-Proud-Of-South-African-Brands/

https://www.theworkspace.co.za/blog/12-south-african-entrepreneurs-to-watch-in-2021/

5.3 Creating a basic business plan (Business Canvas Model Exercise)

https://www.businessmodelsinc.com/about-bmi/tools/business-model-canvas/

A) Business strategy formulation

Everything has to start and end with your target audience

- Who are they (demographics, psychographics)
- How many of them are there (to determine size of market)?
- What are their needs, wants, aspirations and desires?
- How can your product / service fulfil those needs?
- What do they currently spend on your product / service incl. frequency?
- Where do they currently access this product service from (your competitors)?
- How do they like to be communicated with? (channel choices)
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Based on these insights, you need to formulate your point-of-difference / value proposition / unique selling point 
relative to your competitors
- Determine your “why” – How great leaders inspire action (Simon Sinek) https://www.ted.com/talks/si-
mon_sinek_how_great_leaders_inspire_action/transcript?language=en

Define your mission, vision, values and goals

- Mission statement: What is our business, what will our business be, what should it be. It should include 
 1. WHO is being satisfied (customer group), 
 2. WHAT is being satisfied (customer needs), 
 3. HOW are needs being satisfied (what skills and knowledge)

- Vision: What is to be achieved in the FUTURE

- Values: How should staff conduct themselves. This develops your company CULTURE (values, norms and standards)

- Goals: What future state do we want the business to be in. Goals should be precise and measurable, address crucial 
 issues, be challenging but realistic, be time specific

Complete a SWOT analysis https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/swot.asp

- Under Opportunities and Threats, you should look at:
•    Porter’s 5 Forces (who are we up against) https://www.investopedia.com/terms/p/porter.asp
•    The industry life cycle ( is it new or mature)
•    Strategic companies that offer similar products (your competitors)
•    Macro-environment (PESTLE) https://pestleanalysis.com/what-is-pestle-analysis/

- Under Strength and Weaknesses, you should look at:
•    Your source of competitive advantage (what makes our offering unique)
•    Your value chain (also explained in Functional level strategy below)
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B) Business strategy implementation

Now that we have created our business plan, we need to implement it and put measures in place to ensure that what we 
promise our customers is delivered with consistency. This is done through setting up structures that review and implement:

1. Governance and ethics
2. Your organisational structure
3. Your organisational controls
4. Your organisational culture

Obviously you need to keep tight control on your income and expenditure including forecasting

5.4 Creating a basic business plan (SOSTAC)

https://www.smartinsights.com/digital-marketing-strategy/sostac-plan-example/

  Use SOSTAC for long-term:
1. Early Identification of significant changes / trends in the micro-environment incl. changes to competitive forces
2. Developing and communicating Online Value Proposition (OVP) for customers to meet commercial goals set for contribu-
tions from digital channels
3. Definition of changes to people resources, processes and technological structures to support digital marketing

5.5 SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS

  WHERE ARE WE NOW? – SHOULD CONSTITUTE 50% OF YOUR FOCUS
  
• CUSTOMERS: Who is your ideal one, why they buy or don’t buy, how they buy (digital journey)?
• COMPETITORS: Who? What offering? Strengths and weaknesses? Their competitive advantage?
• PARTNERS (incl. intermediaries): Which give you the best new routes to market?
• COMPETENCIES (incl. competitive advantage)
• PERFORMANCE / RESULTS (KPIs, Strengths and Weaknesses): E.g. visitors vs. conversion rates
• MARKET TRENDS (PESTLE to identify Opportunities and Threats)
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5.6 OBJECTIVES

  WHERE ARE WE GOING? – Goals must be made S.M.A.R.T

We could have 4 main objectives:
  • REVENUE / SALES: Can be set for different e-channels
  • MARGIN / PROFIT:
  • CUSTOMER SATISFACTION / LOYALTY:
  • BRAND VALUE / BRAND AWARENESS / BRAND PREFERENCE:

5.7 STRATEGY

  HOW DO WE GET THERE? 
  Create strategy by thinking about how to achieve an objective with the available resources and in context of competitors   
 strategies (both current and future).
  
  There are 9 key components to consider from SOSTAC when building your digital strategy:
  1. TARGET MARKETS: Need to be defined as to who your ideal customer is

  2. OBJECTIVES: Does your strategy deliver on your mission, vision and ROI KPIs?

  3. POSITIONING: How do you want to be perceived in the minds of your target customers? Your OVP and CX are part of   
 the strategy and influence the marketing mix

  4. PROCESS: Introducing a new approach, a process, a system or thinking is strategic

  5. PARTNERSHIPS: Right partners give access to greater target amrket and strengthen your brand

  6. SEQUENCE / STAGES: Develop credibility before raising visibility. Use P-RACE model https://www.davechaf    
 fey.com/digital-marketing-glossary/race-marketing-planning-model/

  7. INTEGRATION: Define a process to integrate social data with your CRM database

  8. TACTICAL TOOLS (channels): Define which you will be using to drive CX

  9. ENGAGEMENT: Ladder of Engagement moves from low-level engagement to co-creation https://kpu.pressbooks.pu  
 b/openimc/chapter/the-engagement-ladder-theory/
  
  NB to test your strategy: Will it beat the market, does it have a true source of advantage, is it granular about 
 where to compete, does it put you ahead of trends?
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5.8 TACTICS

Tactics are the detail of strategy, are short-term, �exible and must only be developed 
after the strategy has been agreed upon.
  
  There are 10 types of tactical tools with both online and offline variations.
  Choose which ones to use based on:
  - Credibility
  - Control
  - Cost
  
  Plot the tactics, related timelines and costs on a Gannt chart. Remember to use these connections with customers to    
 create ongoing relationship for CRM opportunity which will increase customer lifetime value

5.9 ACTIONS

  How do you ensure excellent execution?
  You need to produce a project action plan for each tactic, with key steps / processes allocated to specific people with   
 specific timescales and checklists.
  
  You also need risk management to “stress test” what could go wrong and the related corrective / contingency action   
 plan required.

  Internal marketing is very important (motivation, communication, training) along with good project management.

5.10 CONTROL

 This is where you check that your goals were made S.M.A.R.T.
  
Your plan should specify:
1. KPIs metrics to be measured (for both Marketing and MarComms)
2. Who measures what (monitoring)
3. How often (scheduling)
4. To whom (who to action adjustments / corrective requirements?)

What do you need to monitor (various objectives)?

Monitoring costs money so prioritise budgets as per the above table but also to monitor:
1. Customer Awareness
2. Customer Satisfaction
3. Customer Attitudes

NB. Good marketers always have a Plan B!
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Extra Reading 

Introduction to the Legalities of running your own small business and registering your business

- Every formal business needs to be registered with CIPC (Companies and Intellectual Property Commission)

- You need to decide on what type of legal entity you are going to register as

- In South Africa, a sole proprietorship (sole prop) is a business that is owned and operated by an individual. This is the   
 simplest form of business entity.

- The sole proprietorship is not a legal entity therefore the owner must include the income from their business in his or her 
own income tax return and is responsible for the payment of taxes.

- A sole proprietorship can operate under the name of its owner or it can do business under a trading name.

- Only the proprietor has the authority to make decisions for the business. The proprietor assumes the risks of the business  
 to the extent of all of his or her assets are linked to the business whether used in the business or not.

Financial Compliance

- You may or may not choose to register as a VAT vendor depending on the types of clients you wish to engage with

- You may or may not need to have an accountant to manage your income and expenditure

- You will need to submit annual tax returns to SARS

- As you are your business, there is no need to open a separate business bank account (unless you choose to). Savings   
 accounts accrue less bank charges than business accounts

Online compliance

- As someone who is using online tools for communication and business, you must be aware of South African laws like 

 POPIA (https://popia.co.za/ ) 

 and CPA (https://www.gov.za/documents/consumer-protection-act ) and how they impact on how you manage your 
 customer relationships

- Always give customers the choice to opt-in and opt out of your digital communications at any time


